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Abstract
Purpose: The goal of this research is to describe the customer’s purchase path in different shopping
channels and to identify which are the trigger factors that motivate the choice of every shopping
channel. The description of the factors that motivate this seamless experience across all channels will
provide brands with knowledge about how to improve their strategic approach to engagement,
belonging and retention of customers.
Design/methodology: This paper builds propositions about the trigger factors for shopping channel
choice based on thirty reports from the main consultancy companies made during the last five years and
coded regarding the main topics highlighted in the literature.
Findings: The findings of this study indicate that there are common trigger factors for every shopping
channel and for every stage of the purchase path.
Research limitations/implications: The data are from different countries, segments and products
although they show common patterns.
Originality/value: To date, little research in a complete vision of the shopping paths has been done.
The definition of the different paths and the trigger factors associated to each one is unique and will
help further research in this area.
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1. Introduction
Traditionally, customers made their purchases in brick-and-mortar stores with the help of salespeople to find
what they wanted or needed and within a certain atmosphere. With the growth of technology and on-the-go
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devices, different shopping channels have appeared and have attracted the attention of customers. E-commerce
gave customers the possibility to browse through different stores in an online environment and get information,
opinions and a vast available stock. Although some experts predicted that online shops would kill the physical
ones, the truth is that they coexist and have transformed the way customers shop nowadays (Galino & Moreno
2014). Customers entered in a multichannel environment using different channels to shop (Mosquera, Olarte
Pascual & Juaneda Ayensa, 2017). Companies set then an omnichannel strategy so as to blur the borders among
the different channels and offer the customer a seamless experience (Heitz-Spahn, 2013). Customers switch
between channels, between retailers and between devices in a very natural way for different reasons and valuing
different factors: brand perception, atmosphere, price, availability of stock, convenience or personalisation
(Agnihotri 2015; Cap Gemini, 2017; Kibo, 2017; UPS, 2015; Willmott, 2014; Zimmerman, 2012). Knowing how
customers move from one channel to another and how they combine them in a seamless experience is key for
retailers so as to increase sales, retain them and enhance loyalty (Sands et al., 2016). The blending of bricks (the
physical store) with clicks (the online environment) is boosting a whole new way of shopping. The seamless
experience offered by brands across different shopping channels is key because a connected shopper spends 30%
more than an unconnected shopper (PSFK Labs; Cisco 2016).
This research was developed in three stages. First, we revised the existing literature to identify the purchase
process theories and define the basic factors that affect each one. Due to the fact that this paper is intended to be
a scoping review of the omnichannel environment, we have gathered not only papers from scientific and
academic practitioners but also reports made by the most important consultancy companies in the field. The
results obtained by these companies have helped us to have a clear and updated idea of the factors that motivate
shopping in the different proposed channels.
After that, we defined the different omnichannel purchase processes based on the EKB Model (Kollat, Engel &
Blackwell, 1970) so as to determine if the purchase process in an omnichannel environment is somehow
different from a process in a physical retail environment. Lastly, we made a comparison of the different channels
and the purchase process so as to have a clear view of the trigger factors that affect every channel and every
stage of the process. We have classified the phases of the classical consumer behaviour model (need recognition,
information search, alternative evaluation, purchase and postpurchase) (Kollat et al., 1970) under an omnichannel
approach in all possible combinations, i.e. shopping in the store, webrooming, showrooming, BOPS (Buy Online
Pick up In Store), online shopping and mobile shopping. We consider the omnichannel shopping process as an
integrated sales experience that melds the advantages of physical stores with the information-rich experience of
online shopping (Rigby, 2011). More precisely, omniretailing is considered by Levy and Weitz (2013, pp. 67) as a
coordinated multichannel offering that provides a seamless experience when using all the retailer’s shopping
channels.
Understanding customers’ decision-making process to predict their future purchase intentions and behaviour has
been the goal of many psychology, marketing and consumer-behaviour theories (Ryu & Han, 2011). In order to
maximize customers’ purchase intentions, managers need to know the success factors influencing purchase intent
and their relative importance (Frank, Enkawa & Schvaneveldt, 2014). The description of the factors that
motivate this seamless experience across all channels will provide brands with knowledge about how to improve
their strategic approach to engagement, belonging and retention of customers.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Multichannel and omnichannel shopping
Customers shop around to get the best deal (Rajamma, Paswan & Ganesh, 2007) but nowadays they are changing
where, how and even why they shop (Nelson & Leon 2012). Depending on whether the purchases are made in
physical stores or online, they follow a very different process (Brynjolfsson, Hu & Rahman, 2013). Traditionally,
shopping took place only in physical stores and in a limited geographical region or city. They were the only
channel that customers had to buy and therefore transactions where based on face-to-face personal relationships
(Kim, Ferrin & Rao, 2008). With the rise of internet another way of shopping was possible and customers
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started to shop online from their desktops (Sands et al., 2016). With the explosion of mobile technologies and
social media, multichannel shopping has become a journey in which customers choose the route they take and
which needs to be mapped to be understood (Wolny & Charoensuksai, 2014). As a result, new shopping ways
have emerged, for example webrooming, where consumers research products online before visiting a brick-andmortar store for final evaluation and purchase (Edwards, 2014) and the opposite, known as showrooming, where
consumers visit retailers’ stores to “touch and feel” a product, but they consummate their eventual purchase
online (Fulgoni, 2014).
Multichannel shopping involves the use of basically online and offline channels one at a time. It implies a
division between both environments (Juaneda-Ayensa, Mosquera & Sierra, 2016). The increasing use of
customer supportive technologies and applications within the physical retail store in the context of the
multichannel retailing era enhanced shopping experience and store atmosphere (Lazaris et al., 2015). But
multichannel fails in the integration of different shopping channels and appears unconnected and offers multiple
shopping channels but focused on the process itself and not on the customer (Burke, 2002). Multichannel means
that the customer has different shopping channels from which to choose the purchase but companies use also
different strategies depending on one or another channel (Lazaris & Vrechopoulos, 2013). For example, if a
customer receives a coupon in an online channel, he may not exchange it on a physical store. With the increase
of new technologies and their availability to the customer, a new way of shopping has appeared. With the rise of
technology and on-the-go devices customers look for a seamless experience among channels and companies are
focusing their strategies to coordinate them in a way that if offers the possibility to interact in all channels for a
single purchase offering a shopping process without boundaries between the different channels.
Omnis is a Latin word meaning “all” or “universal,” so omnichannel means “all channels together” (Lazaris &
Vrechopoulos, 2013). Because the channels are managed together, the perceived interaction is not with the
channel, but rather with the brand (Piotrowicz & Cuthbertson, 2014). Multichannel emphasizes the individual
channel while omnichannel gives importance to customers’ experience. Therefore, the difference between
multichannel and omnichannel strategies relies on the approach and the management strategy used in every
channel. In multichannel shopping all channels are available to the consumer but they are not integrated.
Omnichannel shopping offers an integrated strategy and therefore the sense of connection and relationship with
the brand no matter the channel the customer uses (Verhoef, Kannan & Inman, 2015).
An omnichannel strategy understands the purchase as a process in which different channels participate. It is
important to understand what drives customers to every channel so that companies can offer them a satisfactory
purchase experience. No matter how the shoppers swap across channels and devices, the use of various channels
and touchpoints are able to be consistent, concurrent and compatible (Melero, Sese & Verhoef, 2016).
2.2. Purchase process
Several researchers (e.g. Howard & Shethe, 1969; Ajzen, 2011; Kollat et al., 1970; Schiffman & Wisenblit, 1995)
have written about the purchase process. The EKB Model (Kollat et al., 1970) is one of the most spread theories
and has been the base to subsequent transformations and new ideas. According to this theory, in a purchase
process, a customer identifies a need, looks for information, evaluates alternatives, makes a decision and
evaluates the purchase (Kollat et al., 1970).
Nowadays, the search for information and evaluation of alternatives can be done online or offline. In both cases,
external sources like marketing efforts made by the brands, peers and family opinions and word-of-mouth can be
determinant of a decision made by a customer (Khan et al., 2015). Online channel loyalty has been observed to
be more toward products that belong to a “search category” rather than to an “experience category” (Kim &
Forsythe, 2007). In the same way, purchases can be made at brick-and-mortar stores or online and this fact makes
it difficult to control the path that the customer makes towards a product or a service. A customer can start
looking for information at a physical brick-and-mortar store and end the purchase there, which would be what
traditional customers have always done. With the growth of technology, a new shopping scenario appeared, the
online world gave the possibility to start and end the process there, or to start the process physically and end
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virtually, or vice versa. Moreover, the increasing use of mobile devices, opens another new way of shopping
(Gao & Yang, 2016). Looking at where the customer starts the search for information and where the purchase
takes place, we enumerate the following classification of the path that the customer takes to complete a
purchase:
•

Traditional shopping path: start at brick-and-mortar stores and purchase at brick-and-mortar stores.

•

Desktop path: start online, from a desktop or tablet at home and end the purchase at the same place.

•

Showrooming path: start the purchase process at a brick-and-mortar store, where the customer gathers
information and end online from a desktop or a tablet at the same brand or at a competing retailer
(Gensler, Neslin & Verhoef, 2017).

•

Reverse showrooming path: so as to prevent the customer from switching brands, a new purchase path
has appeared, the so called reverse showrooming, wherein retailers encourage bricks-and-mortar
consumers to search their products online through kiosks or mobile apps, thereby increasing the
likelihood of keeping the sale (Parise, Guinan & Kafka, 2016).

•

Webrooming path: the customer researches products online at home before visiting a brick-and-mortar
store for final evaluation and purchase (Edwards, 2014).

•

BOPS path: The customer buys online and picks up in physical store (Bell, Gallino & Moreno, 2014).

•

Mobile only path: the customer starts on a mobile device and ends his purchase on the same device
(Beck & Rygl, 2015).

All these shopping paths involve the use of one channel at a time and the physical transfer of the customer from
one place to another to use those channels. As mentioned, in showrooming for example, the customer searches
for information at the brick-and-mortar store and then goes to another place to buy online (Verhoef et al.,
2015). Nevertheless, there is a possibility to use a mobile device at the same physical place to complete the
purchase on site after looking for information (Gao & Su, 2016). This is what we call “instant showrooming”.
Another situation is that of the customer who looks for information through a mobile device while in the store
and completes the purchase at the store. We name this situation as “instant webrooming”. Therefore, the abovementioned list, should be completed with two other paths:
•

Instant showrooming path: the purchase process starts at a brick-and-mortar store and the purchase is
made online but from a mobile device in the same store.

•

Instant webrooming path: the customer looks for information online from his mobile device while in
the store and buys at the same brick-and-mortar store.

There are two ways to group these different shopping paths. From the retailer’s perspective, there are three
different strategies: (1) single channel strategy by which the brand or retailer has only one shopping channel
where to offer their products or services, either physical or on the web, (2) multichannel strategy which refers to
the integration of various channels, not connected, in the consumer decision-making process (Wolny &
Charoensuksai, 2014) and omnichannel strategy, a holistic shopping experience through the integration of online
and offline channels offering the customer a seamless experience (Mosquera et al., 2017). From the customer’s
perspective, the above explained paths can also be single channel (traditional brick-and-mortar physical stores,
online shopping and mobile only), multichannel (showrooming and webrooming) and omnichannel (instant
showrooming, instant webrooming, reverse showrooming and BOPS). The classification shown in Table 1takes
into account the starting point, where the customer searches for information and the end point where the actual
purchase is made.
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Single channel
Multichannel
Omnichannel

Path
Brick-and-mortar only
Desktop only
Mobile only
Showrooming
Webrooming
Instant showrooming
Instant webrooming
Reverse showrooming
BOPS

Information search
Brick-and-mortar
Desktop
Mobile device
Brick-and-mortar
Desktop (home)
Brick-and-mortar
Mobile device
Brick-and-mortar
Desktop

Purchase
Brick-and-mortar
Desktop
Mobile device
Desktop (home)
Brick-and-mortar
showrooming
Brick-and-mortar
Retailer’s desktop
Desktop (pick up
brick-and-mortar)

Table 1. Classification of purchase paths

2.3. Trigger factors for channel choice
As we can see in Table 1, customers move around different channels starting at one channel and ending at the
same or at another one. To know the reasons why customers choose these different paths to purchase is key and
that is why we made research so as to determine what moves customers towards one or another of the
mentioned paths. There are several trigger factors that push the customer toward the decision of shopping
through one certain channel only (traditional brick-and-mortar shops or online stores) or through a multichannel
experience. The most highlighted trigger factors are stock availability (Lazaris et al., 2015; Willmott, 2014; Beck
& Rygl, 2015; Gensler et al., 2017), personalisation (Burke, 2002; Nelson & Leon, 2012; Karimi, Papamichail &
Holland, 2015; Rajamma et al., 2007), atmosphere (Andajani, 2015; Lazaris et al., 2015; Piotrowicz &
Cuthbertson, 2014; Ryu & Han, 2011), price (Zeithaml, Berry & Parasuraman, 1996; Pawar & Sarmah, 2015;
Hagberg, Sundstrom & Egels-Zandén, 2016; Picot-Coupey, Huré & Piveteau, 2016) and convenience (Gensler et
al., 2017; Lemon & Verhoef, 2016; Rigby et al., 2014).
The fundamental reason for shopping is to buy the product or the service, and this is guided by factors such as
availability, quality and variety of merchandise (Rajamma et al., 2007). Research (Nelson & Leon, 2012) has
shown that one of the reasons for preferring online purchases is the variety of offer that cannot be found in
physical stores. Store traffic and assortment may also influence the online and offline retailers’ pricing strategies
(Li, Lu & Talebian, 2014). Customers do not make a second attempt if their first choice is out of stock (Li et al.,
2014).
Another trigger factor is personalisation. Applying this point to the omnichannel model, if the product can be
delivered quickly at a relatively low cost, the online channel is preferred whereas if the delivery cost is high and
customers are impatient, the traditional channel is better (Li et al., 2014). The increasing use of customer
supportive technologies and applications within the physical retail store in the context of the omnichannel
retailing era has enhanced shopping experience and store atmosphere (Lazaris et al., 2015). Feeling the right
personal experience at a certain retail store can be a very important evaluative factor and lead the customer to
repeat a purchase to feel the experience again. In the same way, a web atmospheric cue is comparable to a brickand-mortar atmospheric cue and can be defined as any web interface component that stimulates one’s senses
(Dailey, 2004). For example, 35% of UK shoppers would be interested in attending a lifestyle lessor or club at
their favourite store (Westfield 2015). This means that face-to-face relationships and personalisation are still
important during the purchase process.
Nowadays, the increasing availability of comparative price information online make customers more pricesensitive (Degeratu, Rangaswamy & Wu, 2000). Price seems to be one of the most important criteria to evaluate
a purchase but it can be less taken into account if the other factors we have mentioned (stock availability,
personalisation and convenience) are important for the customer (Gensler et al., 2017). Even if the online
population becomes comparable to the general population, the combined effects of price and promotion seem
to be stronger in brick-and-mortar stores than in online stores (Degeratu et al., 2000). Price comparison-oriented
consumers move across channels to maximize their chances of finding the best deal (Heitz-Spahn, 2013). In
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showrooming specially, shoppers search for information in the store and simultaneously search on their mobile
device to get more information about offers and may find more attractive prices (Rapp et al., 2015).
The literature, e.g. (Evanschitzky et al., 2004) identifies the convenience dimension as a key motivator for
selecting a retail type. Convenience means that the customer seeks to purchase a product with a minimum
investment of time, physical effort and mental effort (Schröder & Zaharia, 2008). Multichannel retailing can be a
strategy to attract and retain customers that value convenience and flexibility (Sands et al., 2016). Mobile
technology is bringing internet to consumers 24 hours a day and convenience for them is an important factor to
choose this channel (Brynjolfsson et al., 2013).

3. Methodology
With the purpose of conducting an in-depth analysis of what were the important factors for consumers during
their purchase process in different channels, we designed an explorative approach through primarily qualitative
data and therefore gathered over 30 reports from some of the most important consulting firms and a number of
academic papers. The analysis of all the material was done in three phases. First, we gathered reports and
academic papers. The search was made using the keywords “omnichannel” and “purchase process” and we chose
only those reports produced during the past three years and signed by important consultancy companies in the
marketing sector. The search in google resulted in 30 reports. The search in Web of Science, Scopus and
Mendeley resulted in many academic papers that were the base of our next steps. All those reports older than
2014 and not mentioning any of our keywords were discarded.
Secondly, we read and analysed the documents to find references about our proposed trigger factors (product
range or variety of stock, personalisation, price and convenience) and we coded all the reports with numbers
from 1 to 30. We listed the main conclusions and results from every report. Based on our initial list of trigger
factors, we extracted them from the reports and we made a list in which we noted the percentages of customers
that considered a certain factor as a trigger for his choice of shopping channel. We took percentages over 55%
into account to consider them as a trend for our research.
Thirdly we constructed a table to summarize the results of our findings. On the vertical axis, we placed all the
phases of the purchase process (need recognition, information search, alternative evaluation, purchase and post
purchase) and on the horizontal axis we placed the omnichannel purchase paths (traditional shopping,
webrooming, instant webrooming, showrooming, instant showrooming, Buy Online Pick up In Store, online
only, mobile only). We read all the reports again and filled in the corresponding space in the table with
conclusions extracted and with the code of the report. For example, if we were reading a report by Criteo (code
number 9) concluding that 63% of the customers find the ability to check inventory on a retailer’s app prior to
the visit to the store, then we wrote this fact in the corresponding space (information search, webrooming).
Although the reports are diverse and from different countries, results show common trends that affect
consumers and shopping in general.

4. Results and discussion
Results suggest that there are common trigger factors for every shopping channel and for every stage of the
purchase path.
4.1. Traditional shopping
In the traditional way of shopping, the customer goes to a brick-and-mortar store so as to get information from
sales associates mainly (PWC, 2017; UPS, 2016; Ivend, 2017). Customers expect sales associates to have a deep
knowledge of product specifications and range. 89% of Millennials, that is, young consumers, born between
approximately 1985 and 1999 (Kotler & Keller, 2009) want personalization (Kibo, 2017) when shopping at a
brick-and-mortar store. Another reason to shop in store is the atmosphere and the sense of touch and feel that
cannot be found in other channels (Willmott, 2014). The way to reach customer satisfaction and engagement
would be offering unique products and immediate availability (UPS, 2016). Even though it is not possible to
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discern if behavioural loyalty derives from a solid affective link or simply stems from greater convenience or
accessibility, retailers aim to foster attitudinal and affective links with customers to the extent that it leads to
desirable behaviours that contribute to their profit in the long run (Martos-Partal & González-Benito, 2013).
Another reason why customers prefer to buy at a brick-and-mortar store is the fact that they can take the
products with them immediately (Cap Gemini, 2017). When consumers face time pressures, they benefit more
from quicker service, fast access, quick payment and so forth. Their switching costs also are higher, which should
make them more store loyal (Martos-Partal & González-Benito, 2013). Offering time savings solutions to
customers in store should be one of the main objectives for retailers if they want to keep customers and attract
new ones. The top reasons to shop at small retailers are because of their unique products (50%), for the
community support (34%), and because of sales associates help (23%) (UPS, 2016). Nevertheless, the need to
touch and feel is, by far, the most repeated reason among consumers (70%). These results match with academic
research and demonstrate that the one aspect that can provide advantages to traditional retailers of good repute
is their outstanding capability to blend their unique resources such as reputation and physical presence with
threshold resources like technology and product variety (Agnihotri, 2015). Almost half of shoppers say that
engaging with them in innovative a creative ways to provide a multisensory experience influences their overall
feeling of loyalty toward a brand (Accenture, 2017) and therefore, their purchase intention. Retailers should
explore how to best use technology to move consumers through each of the stages in the purchase process
(Burke, 2002).
4.2. Desktop only
As regards purchases that start and end on a desktop, one of the conclusions is that one of the most valued
factors when shopping from a desktop is the ability to compare products and shops (Nelson & Leon, 2012). The
ability to get discounts or compare prices is also important for half or more of shoppers. Price is also a
determinant factor for shopping online only as well as convenience (time saving and delivery) (IAB, 2016). The
main reasons to buy online stated by consumers are convenience, time saving and money saving (IAB, 2016).
Contrasting with in-store shoppers, 40% of desktop consumers prefer self-service to human contact for their
future contact with companies (HP, 2014). Another important reason is stock availability and delivery. One of
the most important conclusions issued from the reports is that 60% of consumers who start in web end in web
(Ingenico, 2017). These conclusions are widely supported by academic literature (Demirkan & Spohrer, 2014;
Degeratu et al., 2000; Tsai & Huang, 2007; Picot-Coupey et al., 2016).
4.3. Mobile shopping
Mobile commerce is increasing by 200% more than online commerce (Ditrendia, 2016). In 2016, a 47% of
online shops that had mobile responsive webs say they have increased their sales from 10 to 25% thanks to
mobile transactions (Ditrendia, 2016). The reasons mobile users state for using a smartphone to shop are:
convenience, price, immediate purchase, and mainly because of advertising prompting (IAB, 2016). Mobile
shopping experiences have very strong emotional significance for customers (Thakur, 2016) and is becoming a
trend among millennials and a threat for physical stores. Although several forecasts show the enormous future
potential of mobile shopping, there is insufficient adequate literature which attempts to investigate all relevant
aspects of this shopping path (Groß, 2015). 78% of mobile shoppers use it to compare prices and 68% to search
for opinions (Ditrendia, 2016). In this case, convenience and time saving are the main reasons why customers
choose this way of shopping. According to different reports (Glass & Haller, 2017; Ditrendia, 2016) mobile
commerce is increasing drastically and will grow by almost 50% in the next years. 33% of consumers who start
mobile end mobile (Deloitte 2017) and that means that it is one of the most important shopping channels to be
aware of. Mobile technologies are crucial due to the gap between offline and online channels (Mosquera et al.,
2017) and therefore, a key purchase path for omnichannel retailing as it integrates and offers the seamless
experience that the customer is looking for.
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4.4. Showrooming
As we have mentioned in previous chapters of this document, showrooming occurs when consumers use brickand-mortar stores to evaluate goods in person, and then go online to purchase for a better price. Whereas in the
multichannel phase research shopping gained some attention (Gensler et al., 2017), in the omnichannel phase
instant showrooming is becoming an important issue (Verhoef et al., 2015). Shoppers now frequently search for
information in the store (60% according to UPS, 2016) and simultaneously search on their mobile device to get
more information about offers and may find more attractive prices (Rapp et al., 2015). In showrooming,
consumers visit retailers’ stores to “touch and feel” a product, but they consummate their eventual purchase
online. In fact, about one-third of consumers say they have showroomed at some time (Fulgoni, 2014). The
product and price transparency afforded by mobile technologies puts even more pricing pressures on physical
retailers: either beat (or at least match) the online price or the shopper will walk out of the store empty-handed
(Nelson & Leon, 2012). When asked why they showroomed, 73 percent said it was because the price was lower
online (Fulgoni, 2014) Consumer showrooming behaviour has been critiqued widely because showroomers often
end up buying from a competitor’s website (Zimmerman, 2012). Showrooming is dangerous for retailers as real
purchases may end up in another channel and even to another retailer. Nevertheless, it may still be beneficial to
the retailer if consumers facing stockouts can be persuaded to make the purchase on the retailer’s own online
channel (Gao & Su, 2016). Showrooming works best for differentiated goods (Pricewaterhouse Coopers, 2017)
and this allows retailers to create a competitive advantage over the competitors, either in the same shopping path
or in a different one. Complementary services such as retailers’ associates’ help are important for the customer
but price is still a very important factor. Searches and future purchases online are made based on price mainly.
The threat to retail chains posed by showrooming and mobile commerce generally is overstated to the extent that
in many cases the retailer will capture sales online that they previously might have transacted in a store (Nelson &
Leon, 2012).
4.5. Webrooming
Webrooming is the way in which consumers research products online before visiting a brick-and-mortar store for
final evaluation and purchase (Edwards, 2014). Consumers mainly use it for convenience, especially if they need
a product immediately. This should become more common as in-store inventory visibility increases on eCommerce sites. Also common for consumers who want to avoid shipping costs (Worldpay, 2015). Worldwide,
88% of consumers are seeking information online before buying in-store or in-app (Ingenico 2017).
Webrooming is becoming more and more popular as shows that in Spain, 53% of shoppers used the web to look
for information prior to a purchase in 2015 and 65% did so in 2016 (Ivend, 2017). In product categories where
the touch-and-feel of the new product is crucial for consumers and the benefits of online shopping are relatively
small (e.g., apparel and accessories), this positive surplus of switch consumers is an increasing function of
product quality (Luo & Sun, 2016). One of the main reasons why “webroomers” shop in stores is because of the
immediate availability of the product, stock availability and personal interaction with shop associates. The same
reasons as traditional shoppers, mainly. The need of touch and feel is important for most customers as well as
immediate availability. Technology has changed the game when it comes to immediacy and reach of customer
feedback, and it is also equipping retailers with better tools to listen and respond to those conversations (Rigby et
al., 2014). Listening to customers should be a common practice among retailers. Even if customers research
online prior to purchases, the need of “touch and feel” is more and more important. Thus, the atmosphere in
the store plays an important role in the purchase process. Availability of stock and price are also key factors.
Because the customer looks for information in the store and buys online, comparison tools and technology to
experience how products would look in their homes is key for 41% of customers (Westfield, 2017).
4.6. Instant showrooming
When it comes to omnichannel paths, one of the main shopping practices is instant showrooming. The
difference with showrooming is that the search is made in store and the purchase is also made there, at the same
moment but through a different shopping channel. An important figure issued from our research is that 80% of
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smartphone shoppers use their mobile in store to help with shopping (Worldpay, 2015). Rather than simply
providing web access in the store, retailers should optimize the interface for the in-store shopping environment
(Burke, 2002). Customers while in store want to know if a wider rage is available online (Practicology, 2017) and
also the price of a certain product. Customers acquired via showrooms (rather than stores) appear “conditioned”
to accept online fulfilment and are therefore highly receptive to performing second and subsequent purchases
directly online, at a cost greatly below that of serving repeat customers via stores (Bell et al., 2014).
The reason why customers follow an instant webrooming path is mainly because consumers find it important the
ability to see or order an extended range of products on screen in-store. Availability of stock in the store is key
to be able to offer the customer the sense of touch and feel they look for in a physical store (Neslin et al., 2006).
Price is another reason why customers purchase online while in store. The fact that customers may buy not only
from the same brand but also from other brands and stores is a key point for retailers. Consequently, retailers are
starting to practice reverse showrooming, wherein they encourage bricks-and-mortar consumers to search their
products online through kiosks or mobile apps, thereby increasing the likelihood of keeping the sale (Parise et al.,
2016).
4.7. BOPS
The BOPS (Buy Online Pick up In Store) path combines both environments, online for purchases (see desktop
consumers) and brick-and-mortar store. It is important to state that although 46% of BOPS customers have
made additional purchases in store (UPS, 2016), still 39% of brands do not offer a click and collect service. With
this functionality, the retailer shows online viewers the locations at which the items are available and gives
customers the option to close the transaction online and then pick up the products at one of the retailer’s
locations shortly after closing the purchase (Galino & Moreno, 2014). Results from a study made by Galino and
Moreno can be explained by two simultaneous phenomena: (1) additional store sales from customers who use
the BOPS functionality and buy additional products in the stores (cross-selling effect) and (2) the shift of some
customers from the online to the brick-and-mortar channel and the conversion of noncustomers into store
customers (channel-shift effect) (Galino & Moreno 2014). Convenience is the most valued factor among BOPS
customers. They take the best of both worlds, online to search for information, and buy and the physical store to
pick up and get the sense of touch and feel. The key point would be to attract more purchases from the
customers who pick up in store and provide them with the convenience they expect not having to wait at queues.
Table 2 shows a summary of the different trigger factors according to the stages of the purchase process
(information search, alternative evaluation and purchase) in every shopping path.
TS
Personalisation
Stock
Convenience

DO
MO
Price
Convenience
Stock
Price
Convenience

WR
IWR
Stock
Price
Price
Stock
Convenience

SR
ISR
RS
Personalisation Stock Convenience
Price
Price Stock
Stock

BOPS
Price
Stock
Convenience

TS= TraditionalShopping, DO=Desktop only, MO= Mobile only, WR=Webrooming, SR=Showrooming, IWR=Instant
Webroomming, ISR= Instant Showrooming, RS= Reverseshowrooming
Table 2. Why do consumers use the different channels?

5. Conclusions
5.1. Understanding purchase reasons
Understanding customer purchase process and the reasons why they purchase again from the same brand is
critical for firms. Customers now face multiple channels when looking for information, evaluating alternatives
and purchasing. In an attempt to describe how important is every channel, we examine the different trigger
factors of each channel and we have reached to the conclusion that the shopping experience is one only and that
customers look forward to a seamless multichannel experience. Each channel has positive and negative aspects
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and retailers need to be aware of what is perceived by customers as key factors in every channel so as to
rearrange the offer through the different channels. Customers look for the best of all offerings: stock availability,
convenience, price, service quality, atmosphere, personalisation and complementary services and use different
channels to make their purchases. If a customer can use different channels from the same brand to complete a
purchase, then it is more likely that they complete the purchase within the same brand. It is at the retailer’s hands
to provide customers with an omnichannel experience so as to reach the desired engagement and loyalty, that is,
repeat purchases and to lower attrition rates when moving from one channel to another one. Customers expect a
seamless experience across the physical and digital worlds because they have the ability to use mobile technology
to easily find the information needed to support their buying decisions wherever and whenever they choose
(Fulgoni, 2014). Looking at results, we can observe that brand reputation is not considered as an important
factor by customers. This can be due to the fact that when choosing a certain brand, customers expect other
additional benefits rather than the brand itself or due to the fact that the choice of the brand is made before the
information search stage.
5.2. Foundation of the omnichannel concept
While traditional multichannel & E-Commerce literature contributed to the foundation of the omnichannel
concept, additional literature in other areas provided useful knowledge regarding the simultaneous use of
channels, which is the ultimate form of omnichannel and constitutes the prevalent behaviour of
“omnishoppers” (consumers that use all channels simultaneously) (Lazaris et al., 2015). A truly omnichannel
strategy means that firms must deliver consistent experiences, messages, content and processes to their
customers across the available channels (Melero et al., 2016). Therefore, a conclusion that can arise from our
research is that channels are more than channels and that they can be typologies of customers: the traditional
customer, the “webroomer”, the “showroomer”, “the online shopper”, the “m-shopper” among others.
Knowing the purchase process of these typologies of customers will lead to a deep knowledge of how they
behave and what are the key touchpoints with brands.
Despite the introduction of new channels by firms and the importance that customers attach to obtain a
satisfactory and personalized experience through all the interactions in any of the available channels, most
companies continue to manage their channels individually and separately (Melero et al., 2016). Brands are starting
to offer their customers solutions that combine the best of both online and offline shopping (Glass & Haller,
2017). Retailers are redefining the brand experience through new formats such as “click- and-collect,” “delivery
in 24 hours,” “in-store ordering, home delivery,” “order online, return to store,” “click in store,” and other
combinations of online and traditional retail activities that facilitate and improve the shopping process and the
customer experience (Bell et al., 2014). The consumer experience is determined by a mix of touchpoints to the
brand, and how the retailer engages with each user in terms of providing immediate, personalized and emotional
content will determine its success (Parise et al., 2016). The relationship between the brand and the customer goes
beyond channels and in a seamless experience, channels interact and interfere one another. Omnichannel is
moving towards a complete interaction of what could be defined as “interchannel”, that is the total interaction
of channels at every stage of the purchase process.
5.3. Final conclusions: Implications of omnichannel shopping
Omnichannel shopping has implications for all the actors in the purchase process. First the retailers because they
need to avoid customers’ attrition. Then the shop associates because they need to close deals after giving
personal information and interacting with the customer. And finally, the customers themselves because they want
the best of all worlds: the stock availability from online shops, the sense of touch and feel of physical stores and
the convenience of BOPS. Giving customers what they want and guiding them through an omnichannel path
should be the aim of retailers: allow the shift from one channel to another without losing the customer is key for
acquiring new loyal customers. According to research made by Aberdeen Group companies that use an
omnichannel strategy retain 89% of their clients and companies that don’t use it retain only a 33%.As we have
mentioned before, a process of reverse showrooming would help retailers keep customers loyal and therefore,
help them to repurchase products or services from the same brand. In none of the reports we have studied is
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brand reputation a variable that customers take into consideration when repeating purchases. This must lead
companies to rethink their communication strategies and give more importance to what is really valued so that
we can define a correct omnichannel strategy. Traditional shopping is not dying as some may think. It is only
being transformed and fed with technological innovations that help customers make decisions. Immediacy and
the need to touch and feel are vital for consumers. It is true that they come to the store much better informed
but also with a higher disposition to purchase (Parise et al., 2016). They want to be treated personally and need to
find a sales associate that answers precise questions (Worldpay, 2015). Training the sales force is key for retail
stores as well as adapting to the last technology so that customers can complete their purchases on site and
therefore, retain them. Knowing the factors that customers value in different channels will help companies
increase the client’s life-time value and reinforce the customers’ interactions with the brand so as to build a brand
engagement.
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